
What You Need to Know to Implement an 
Identity and Access Management Solution

1
SET EXPECTATIONS EARLY ON FOR ALL INVOLVED GROUPS
In a large enterprise, IAM implementations may involve many layers of operations, governance, controls, 
production support, information security, service providers, labor or factory partners, and sometimes across 
multiple geographies. Bringing these groups to the table early allows them to fully understand and commit 
to the scope of their participation.

2
LAY THE GROUNDWORK
Beyond a technical solution, IAM requires a significant effort to establish the operational and governance 
landscape, standardize processes and finalize prioritization decisions. Prior to the technical analysis and 
architecture review, a foundational phase is recommended to accomplish this prerequisite work – laying the 
groundwork to effectively build the technical solution.

3
IDENTIFY AND PLAN FOR EVERY USER TYPE
Overlooked user types may result in critical gaps for operations. The provisioning, deprovisioning and review 
processes for full-time employees, contractors and temporary workers each present unique challenges for 
IAM. One of the most challenging user types may appear in the form of external partners requiring access to 
an enterprise system which may require extensive process and/or contractual changes. But all models 
should be fully mapped to verify a solution can accommodate all user types. 

4
ESTABLISH AN EXHAUSTIVE INVENTORY OF ALL SYSTEMS
Overlooking system relationships can lead to user frustration and operational disruption. The existing 
process for enabling user access may involve more than just the target system. It may provide unexpected 
or locally isolated input for peripheral systems like labor management, time tracking, local operations 
solutions, equipment checkout, or partner data and processes. 

5
EVALUATE ALL COMPLIANCE POLICIES AND CONTROLS
A new IAM system is beyond just a change in process, it requires updates to compliance policies and 
controls. Some policies require a simple refresh - such as approval delegation and segregation of duties. 
While other policies may substantially improve with a more capable IAM solution. For example, automation 
may enable more frequent access reviews or faster service level agreements. 

6
EMPHASIZE TESTING
IAM allows for almost no margin of error because of the high enterprise risk surrounding access security and 
the operational downtime risk in the event of provisioning errors or delays. As a result, the testing phase is 
especially critical. Plan for extra testing time and hold a broad stakeholder review of the testing plan to 
ensure the scenarios are entirely exhaustive.

7
ALIGN THE METHODOLOGY TO THE PROGRAM
Given the nature of IAM and its low risk tolerance, an IAM implementation can be difficult to reconcile with 
Agile concepts like Minimum Viable Product and continuous delivery. To adhere to Agile core principles, a 
gradual geography/location roadmap, incremental policy implementation, extended testing, and dark 
launches should all be considered. Ultimately, the methodology must work for the program, rather than the 
program being forced into a strict methodology.
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Risks of unauthorized access or compliance deficiencies drive an urgency to implement an Identity and Access 
Management (IAM) solution.  However, IAM programs can hold a number of unique challenges that lead to serious gaps or 
delays if rushed or overlooked. Below are seven insights to help you launch a well-equipped implementation program that is 
set up for success.
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Who We Are

To see additional publications and learn 
more about us, please visit our website 
at: www.michaelskenny.com.

Also, follow us on:

Contact Information

Silicon Valley
1710 South Amphlett Blvd.
Suite 302
San Mateo, CA 94402

Portland
707 SW Washington St.
Suite 925
Portland, OR 97205

For inquiries: info@michaelskenny.com

Kenny & Company is a management consulting firm offering Strategy, Operations, and 
Technology services to our clients.

Partner Led
Our Partners are personally committed to our clients and lead every 
engagement.

Experience, Perspective and Passion
We average over 20 years in professional services and bring tailored 
approaches to every client engagement.

Focused, Collaborative, High-Impact
We work side-by-side with our clients in highly focused teams to solve 
complex business problems.

Client First
Our highest priority is our client’s professional and personal success. We 
believe clients should expect more.

Guarantee Our Work
We guarantee our clients complete satisfaction every engagement every 
time.


